
Think	you	can’t	pull	off	crimson	lips?	Think	again.	Makeup

artist	Rebecca	Perkins	has	tips—and	lipsticks—for	everyone.
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There are so many things to think about when choosing the right hue for you. Finish,
formula, and tone are foremost among the confusing issues—all of which make so many
women say they can't wear red. My response? “Yes you can!” It’s just a matter of finding

http://www.rougeny.com/
http://juliecorinnemorgan.com/


the one for you.  
First and foremost is undertone. A blue red like Julie Hewett’s Femme Noir is going to

be the most vibrant and will really pop on anyone with rosy, beige, or olive undertones. A
red with an orange undertone is going to look more classic and mature. It can even read
fairly neutral on someone with golden undertones in her skin. I love Rouge Noir, also from
Julie Hewett, and Jouer’s Grace is a Giada favorite.

If you are someone who doesn't like to fuss, a long-wear formula is your best option. If
you’re new to red, a sheer or even opaque gloss is a great gateway. Try MAC’s Lustre in
Lady Bug or NARS Lip Gloss in Burning Love. And if you want to rock a matte look, start
by defining your lips with a pencil, such as Charlotte Tilbury’s Lip Cheat.

This winter, I’m seeing fearless dark, deep plums and burgundies like Bite Beauty’s
Cashmere Lip Cream in Bordeaux. Women are loving a lipstick that makes them feel
equally at ease while sipping wine by the fire or out at an art opening.

Whatever you choose—sheer or matte, blue red or orange red, gloss or lipstick—the
best thing about a red lip is that it’s practically an instant way to look totally put-together.
 You can be wearing no other makeup, but if you’re rocking a red lip, you emit confidence.
 

Something else to keep in mind: complimenting someone's lipstick is a great way to get
a conversation started with someone you don't know.  

50	Shades	of	Red



A blue red—and also the most beautiful lipstick
I have ever worn: Julie Hewett Femme Noir,
$24 at juliehewett.net

This is a real middle-of-the-road red that wears
very shiny: Face Stockholm Cream Lipstick in
Silk, $22 at facestockholm.com

http://juliehewett.net
http:


For something a bit more sheer: MAC Lustre in
Ladybug, $16 at maccosmetics.com

An orange red that’s flat without being overly
matte: Julie Hewett Rouge Noir, $24 at
juliehewett.net

http:
http:


This drugstore find is perfect for a holiday party
or first-time dip into a red lip: Revlon Super
Lustrous in Certainly Red, $7.99 at
drugstore.com

A red that’s not too glossy and just the right
tone for nearly everyone: NARS Burning Love,
$26 at narscosmetics.com

http:
http:


Giada’s go-to lipstick is red with a dash of
orange: Jouer Hydrating Lipstick in Grace, $24
at jouercosmetics.com

The perfect red-carpet red: Charlotte Tilbury
K.I.S.S.I.N.G Love Bite, $32 at
charlotetilbury.com

http:
http://charlotetilbury.com


A liner for added staying power: Charlotte
Tilbury Lip Cheat in Kiss ’N’ Tell, $22 at
charlotetilbury.com

A burgundy-hued gloss to keep you on trend:
Bite Beauty Cashmere Lip Cream in Bordeaux,
$28 at Sephora.com

For more, visit www.rougeny.com and http://juliecorinnemorgan.com■
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